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Not to be Overlooked

As someone looking to get into publishing myself, I always found it hard to
consistently keep up with what was happening in the industry. Remembering to
visit separate websites, news sources, job portals and keep up with changes was
quite challenging. I also know it can be difficult to find information, learn about
trends in the industry, or about the specifics of roles that are not editorial.
The Publishing Post intends to provide all of this information, and more, to anyone
wanting to learn about, or join, the publishing industry. We want to cover as
much as we can for those, like us, who want to absorb as much of the industry as
they can. The Publishing Post is a free resource that is encouraging, honest and
accessible to every single person who is considering publishing as a career. 2020
is a time for breaking down barriers and learning about an industry should be open
to everyone.
The magazine is created by publishing hopefuls, for publishing hopefuls.
Lastly, I just want to say a massive thank you to every single person who has
supported, shared and shouted about The Publishing Post since our first issue. On
behalf of the whole team, we are so incredibly grateful and could not be more
proud of the success.
Chelsea Graham
Editor in Chief

STAY UP TO DATE
Catch up on our previous issues, highlighted articles and recommended events at
www.thepublishingpost.com
Follow us:

@publishing_post
@the_publishing_post
The Publishing Post
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Pandemic Sees Library
Footfall Decrease by 80%
In the face of local councils
making budget cuts, in recent
years libraries have struggled
to receive adequate funding
and have now been suffering
the effects of the COVID-19
pandemic. Despite being
permitted to reopen alongside
other venues, libraries have
not yet seen a return to seminormality, as new statistics
paint a concerning picture for
library usage.
Figures from library body
Libraries Connected revealed
that between early July and
13 September, library footfall
had declined by 80% from the
same period last year. However,
these figures present a skewed
picture, as not all libraries have
reopened since lockdown was
eased, with 20% of libraries
around the country remaining
closed. With this adjustment,
Libraries Connected estimated
that footfall in open libraries
was 35% of last year’s figure.
With people returning in droves
to pubs and restaurants, it
seems surprising that more
people have not been keen
to revisit their local libraries,
despite measures being
implemented for those libraries
that have reopened. This could
suggest concerns about the
virus being passed around
through borrowed books,
and a feeling that it is safer to
continue working and studying
from home. Social distancing
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measures also mean that
libraries are operating at a
greatly reduced capacity.
These days there are also a
wide range of library services
available online, with users
able to borrow eBooks and
audiobooks from the comfort
of their home, reducing the
need for a physical visit. The
current figures don’t reflect
these services, including click
and collect, so it is likely the
picture is a lot less gloomy than
the initial figures suggest, and
people have simply adjusted
the way they are using libraries.
E-lending experienced a boost
between 13 March and 14
August with an extra 3.5 million
eBooks being borrowed. A Wired
article reported that some
publishers were concerned this
increase would harm book sales
and since 2011, the big five
publishers have been limiting
library lending of their books.
Overdrive, the partner of 50,000
libraries worldwide, estimated
that eBook checkouts had
increased by 52% compared
to last year. This suggests that
digital borrowing has been
unlocked by the pandemic, and
now that users have realised
the benefits of this service, we
are unlikely to see this demand
decline.
Isobel Hunter, CEO of Libraries
Connected, said:

“Reopening libraries
in this current
environment was

always going to be a
challenge. However, as
more sites reopen, and
browsing and PC use is
gradually reintroduced,
we are beginning to see
our communities return
in higher numbers.
We know the next few
months will be critical
as the combination
of increased social
restrictions and
the release of the
government spending
review may well have
a significant impact
on library services at a
time when their services
are needed more than
ever.”
Over the next couple of months,
it is likely that libraries’ focus
will remain on the provision
of digital services, and we
are unlikely to see a return to
pre-COVID figures until the
need for social distancing has
reduced. The innovation that
libraries have brought to their
digital offerings means that
although libraries can’t be
enjoyed as community spaces
at the moment, there is still a
significant demand for lending
books.

Macmillan Publishers
Raise US Wages
Last month was a great
time to be a publisher, or a
publishing hopeful, in the
US as Macmillan US Trade
Publishers raised their
entry-level salary by $7,000
to $42,000 a year, making
Macmillan perhaps the
highest paying publisher
of the Big Five in America.
This applies to current staff
as well as new recruits.
As of the 1 October 2020
exchange rate, this is a
whopping £33,000.
This sits at almost £10,000
more than the average
UK entry-level salary,
based on the salary listings
from the June 2020
#booktransparency Twitter
campaign. The same
campaign listed a position
from Pan Macmillan as
having the lowest recorded
salary at only £18,000.

This will be put into place on 27
December in time for a much
brighter 2021 for our publishing
hopeful friends across the
Atlantic.
On 1 October, the ripple effect
began as US publisher Beacon
Press also increased their
entry-level salary by $9,000 to
$44,600 a year. Beacon Press
saw many backlist books regain
popularity in the wake of the
Black Lives Matter Campaign.
The success of their book
White Fragility put them in a
position to offer these increased
salaries, having sold 1.5 million
copies back in June 2020.
Helene Atwan, Director of
Beacon Press said: “In addition
to wanting to compensate our
talented staff for their sustained
hard work, we want to do
everything we can to bring more

BIPOC individuals and those
from historically marginalised
communities to Beacon
Press and publishing, and
also to help make publishing
attractive at all levels.”
And in saying what we all
hope for, Atwan stated: “We
hope this encourages other
publishers to look at their
salary ranges and make
publishing viable for many
without generational wealth”.
We would love to see this
move trigger a bigger ripple
effect through the Atlantic
Ocean and into the UK, but for
now we are just dreaming of a
job in New York.
Economic news in publishing
appears promising in the
autumn of a bleak 2020.

Weisberg, the CEO of
Macmillan Publishers, has
announced that:

“We expect this change will help us expand our applicant
pool by attracting candidates who have, up to now,
found our starting salary too low. This increase is part of
Macmillan’s broader D&I objectives and our commitment to
pay equity”.
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Inclusive Indies Fund
to Grant £35,000 to
Independent Publishers
The success of the Inclusive
Indies crowdfund has helped
unite indie presses during an
extremely uncertain time, where
many are facing closure due to
the pandemic and increasingly
tougher competition.

Earlier this year, independent
publishers Jacaranda Books
and Knights Of partnered with
the writing charity Spread the
Word to launch a crowdfunder
for inclusive, diversity-led UK
indies.
In May 2020, the Inclusive Indies
Fund was established to combat
the economic pressures caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. The
campaign, #InclusiveIndies,
raised £100,000 for the two
aforementioned indie presses,
with a percentage of additional
funds being shared to
independent publishers across
the UK, administered by Spread
the Word.
Jacaranda Books and Knights
Of have since spread their
campaign further and awarded
grants totalling £35,000 to
eleven independent presses
from across both the UK and
Ireland.
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Ten UK independent presses,
selected from twenty-six
submissions, were awarded
grants of £3,000 each and
include five independent
children’s presses.
The Inclusive Indies Fund
recipients are as follows:
Bluemoose Books, Bryan House
Publishing, Dinosaur Books,
HopeRoad, Onwe Press, OutSpoken Press, Owlet Press,
OWNIT!, Tiny Owl Publishing
and Way Wive Wordz. Irish
independent press, Little Island,
also received a grant of £5,000.
Speaking to Spread the World,
Aimée Felone, co-founder of
Knights Of, stated:
“At a time when uncertainty
prevailed, we received
overwhelming support from our
communities. The Inclusive
Indies fund was set up to
provide that same support back
to those who hold us up. We are
honoured to be able to help, in a
very small way, the inclusive
independent publishers that
have and continue to champion
the voices that society often
overlooks.”

One of the recipients, Anthony
Anaxagorou, the founder of OutSpoken Press said:
“It really couldn’t have come
at a more crucial time for us as
a publisher. We’re now able to
ensure the release of our titles
for upcoming months, with the
care and attention they each
deserve, and to look ahead to
our plans for 2021.”
The fund will continue to
advocate for inclusive indie
publishers alongside providing
support and advice. Sessions
on “The Business of Running
an Independent Press” led
by Aimée Felone (of Knights
of) and Valerie Brandes (of
Jacaranda Books) and “Gaining
Funding For Your Indie” run by
Ruth Harrison (of Spread the
Word) are taking place for the
inclusive indies who applied to
the fund.

Rishi Sunak’s Scheme
Accepted by Publishers
Thursday 24 September,
Chancellor of the
Exchequer Rishi
Sunak announced the
replacement of the
Furlough Scheme with
a new Job Support
Scheme that will last for
six months, beginning in
November.

to preserve jobs that would
otherwise have been
lost. She concluded her
statement of support, saying,
“There’s clearly a long way to
go before businesses can get
back to anything like normal,
but this is a sensible package
of support for the months
ahead.”

It is not as
straightforward as
the Furlough Scheme,
with the payment of
wages split into thirds.
Employees in “viable”
jobs working less than
their normal hours have
their pay subsidised with
both the government
and the employer each
paying a third of the lost
salary. For example, if
you were working 30% of
your normal hours, you
would be paid 77% of
your standard salary.

The Booksellers Association
MD, Meryl Halls, reiterated
Shrine’s remarks, welcoming
any support to help small
businesses transition to
something close to normal
trading. Again, showing her
pleasure at this alleviated
pressure and staff back in
work, Hall said:
“We know that for bookshop
owners – often working solo
during and since lockdown,
having furloughed most
of their staff – have been
concerned about the
potential difficulties of
bringing back valued staff
members on much reduced
turnover, so this scheme
should help to alleviate
some of that pressure”.

Freelancers will see the
Self-Employed Grant
extended on similar
terms and Bounce Back
Loans will see their terms
extended from six to ten
years.
CEO of the Independent
Publishers Guild, Bridget
Shrine, commended
the scheme for the
help it would give to
indie presses, helping

She finalised with a plea to
the Chancellor:
“There is clearly a continuing
need to balance public
health with economic
rebuilding, and we urge the
government to continue
paying attention to the
already beleaguered

high street, including our
front line bookshops, who
provide such a crucial
service, both culturally and
economically.”
Despite the support for the
Chancellor’s scheme offering
a light at the end of the
COVID-19 tunnel, Caroline
Norbury, CEO of the Creative
Industries Federation, saw
that the eligibility criteria of
the Self Employment Income
Support Scheme means
that many of the industry’s
two million self-employed
workers “will continue
to fall through the gaps
in government support”.
She also anticipates the
allocation of the £1.57 billion
Culture Recovery Fund to be
announced in the coming
weeks.
Echoing the remarks of the
industry’s most prominent
figures, it is evident that the
news is largely positive for
the industry, how far this
support will extend, however,
and other finer details of
its roll out are still up for
debate when it comes to our
freelancers.
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Industry Insights:
Emmanuel Omodeinde
Emmanuel is an Editorial
Assistant at John Murray Press, a
division of Hachette UK. Here, he
talks to us about his publishing
experience and advice for
hopefuls.

Tell us about how you
got into publishing.
I didn’t know much about the
publishing industry until about
three years ago. I have to give
some credit to the Mostly Lit
podcast (a literature and pop
culture podcast hosted by
Black British millennials). It not
only revived my passion for
literature, but opened
up an entire Black British
creative world and showed me
that it was possible to exist
and succeed in the creative
industries as an ethnic minority.
I had been using Creative
Access to apply for work
experience in the film industry
(and sometimes journalism)
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up until that
point, but
when I failed to
get an internship
at a film production
company for a planned
placement year, it suddenly
clicked that books were what
I loved the most and a career
in the publishing industry was
possible. So after a summer
internship at the indie publisher,
Peepal Tree Press, an MA in
English and American Literature
and attending many interviews,
I eventually started a fourmonth marketing internship last
November at 4th Estate and
William Collins at HarperCollins.

Did you always aim to
enter editorial?
Having loved textual analysis
when studying English
Literature, I’ve always leaned
towards editorial. Something
crucial I learned during my
internship at 4th Estate and
William Collins, in my opinion,

was how part of being an
editor is being able to see the
bigger picture of a book and
then executing it as well as
possible. Editors more than
anyone are involved in every
aspect of a book, work with
all the departments and are
responsible for finding and
working with an author. I find
that to be an incredibly exciting
challenge I’m willing to strive
towards.

What has been the
most challenging
aspect of your career
journey so far?
Definitely learning to be more
business-minded. As much as I
might love a story, publishing is
a business like any other. Even
the smallest indies need prizes
and recognition to continue to
survive. So, I’m brushing up on
my financial knowledge to gain
a well-rounded business focus
as well as a creative mindset.

What is the most
enjoyable part of your
job and working at
John Murray?
I enjoy working on two very
different lists at Basic Books
and John Murray imprints. My
managers have an incredible
array of publishing experience
between them and their tastes
are similar but diverge in some
ways. The opportunity to help
to establish a new imprint and
contribute to a well-respected
one is so exciting.

What does your
typical day look like?
My day depends on whichever
tasks have the highest priority.
Sometimes it’s working on
cover copy and briefs, which
are forms we fill out and send
to the production and art and
design teams for both the front
cover copy and the blurb copy. I
also work a lot on updating the
TIS (Title Information Sheets)
which are crucial for the sales
team to sell to retailers but
also incredibly important as
they feed out through Biblio to
retailers’ websites. I often work
on producing ‘costings’, which
are reports based on numerous
details about a book and help
us decide how and whether we
should attempt to acquire it, as
well as coordinating getting the
titles we do acquire set up and
ready to work on.

What advice do you
have for those looking
to get into publishing,
specifically editorial?
I can’t stress enough that you
should read widely, including
non-fiction. There’s so much
out there and you’re missing
out on a huge percentage of
roles if you have no interest in
it. Look at blurbs and Amazon
descriptions of books and make
notes on why they worked.
Consider what you’d like to
commission. But, and this is very
important, realise that at entrylevel you are also here to learn
a lot.

Do you think that
running a blog or
bookstagram is
necessary to help
you stand out
when applying for
publishing jobs or
internships?
I don’t think it’s necessary, but
particularly if you’re working
in marketing or publicity
you absolutely should be
familiar with the platforms.
The same goes for editorial.
So many books have started
their journeys through Twitter
DMs. It’s a tricky one but just
be aware of them and use
the platforms to your own
discretion.

What are your top
tips for applications
and interviews?
For applications, I would say
just basic formatting, spelling,
punctuation and grammar and a
familiarity with what is required
of a particular job description.
Don’t just copy what they want
but use any experience to show
that you are capable or the
right candidate for the role. As
for interviews, be curious and
professional but show your
personality.

“Speak about
what excites you
and show them
not only that
you’re the right fit
for them, but that
they’re the right
fit for you.”

Thank you to
Emmanuel for
speaking with us!
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Deluxe Cover Design
for Deluxe Editions

W

aterstones recently ran a competition where you could win
one of five deluxe editions of Piranesi by Susanna Clarke.
Bloomsbury approached Lucy McGrath, owner of Marmor
Paperie, to create these magnificent five-of-a-kind books.
The cover of these deluxe editions is full marbling. Recently, we have seen
a surge in marbling, but this trend is anything but new. Dating back to the
19th century, marbling was seen on almost every cover as an inexpensive
way to make books appear more luxurious for private libraries. It is a
hand-created process that consists of using paints
and water thickened with Irish moss. According
to Lucy’s blog, paints are added to the
water and sit on the surface, after
which they are manipulated into
patterns. Paper is then laid onto
the surface, picking up the
pattern, and is hung to dry.
For Piranesi, a dark blue was
used with white and delicate
copper swirls, to symbolise
order versus chaos, being
lost and sea foam. Lucy
cites representing these
themes as her favourite
part of creating the cover.

Fore-edges and Binding
With the entirely marbled cover of Piranesi come the marbled
fore-edges of the book. A fore-edge is the fourth edge of the
pages where the reader usually thumbs through the book, which
is held together by the spine. Decorating fore-edges with a
colour, effect or image has long been a part of the production
process, having begun in the 16th century to make books more
beautiful.
Piranesi goes a little further, as all the edges – top, bottom and
fore-edge – are marbled to fit with the overall elegant effect.
In her blog post, Lucy outlines the process, which involves
deconstructing the text block of pages from the binding,
securing them between wooden blocks and then marbling them,
continuously and carefully casing the page block in with glue to
the endpapers of the book to complete the binding process.
The result is mesmerising and well suited to the historical
fantasy of Piranesi and the labyrinthine house that plays a
central part in the story. The beauty of marbled fore-edges is the
uniqueness of the pattern that sits quite comfortably with full
marbling, yet sets itself apart as a standalone decorative feature
– perhaps an implicit nod to the unusual themes in Piranesi.

Hot Foil Process
Lucy McGrath utilised the printing technique known as the ‘hot foil process’ to create the metallic,
gold text on the spine of the book. Hot foiling became
extremely popular in the 18th and 19th centuries when
artists would use real gold leaf in their hot foil press
to add expense and embellishment to book covers.
However, more common metals are used today such
as aluminium and tin, which are combined with a
colour layer to achieve the desired result.
The process requires the artist to etch their design
onto a metal die before applying heat. The foil is then
placed between the die and the book cover, and
when pressure is applied, the foil binds to the surface,
producing a beautiful metallic effect. McGrath
explains that she carefully placed the author’s name
on the spine of the cover instead of the front in order
to avoid disrupting “the flow of the marbling on the
cover.”
The hot foil technique combined with the lavish
marbling creates a richer, more luxurious appearance,
which is perfect for a limited-edition book cover
design.
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More information about the art of marbling, book
binding and hot foiling by hand can be found at
marmorpaperie.co.uk. You can even learn to do it
yourself!
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Children’s Classics
CHARLOTTE’S WEB
by E. B. White
Published in 1952, Charlotte’s
Web by E. B. White is widely
considered as one of the alltime best classics in children’s
literature. It tells the story of a
friendship between a livestock
pig named Wilbur and a barn
spider named Charlotte. When
Wilbur matures and is in danger
of being slaughtered by the
farmer, Charlotte decides to
help save Wilbur’s life.

PETER PAN
by J. M. Barrie
Peter Pan by J. M. Barrie is
one of the most well-known
children’s classics. It tells
the notorious story of the
boy who doesn’t want to
grow up. By chance, Peter
Pan meets Wendy, John and
Michael, while searching for
his shadow. Soon the team
are following the second star
to the right and straight on
to Neverland, with a little
help from Tinkerbell. Here
they encounter the Lost Boys,
the Red Indians and the evil
Captain Hook!
J. M. Barrie first published the
story as a play in 1904 and
later a novel in 1911. He writes
a fantastic adventure which
has come to life through the
classic Disney adaptation.
However, the original has its
differences and should be
equally admired. Fans of this
classic story will remember all
you need is faith,
trust and a little bit
of Pixie Dust.
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White’s novel has all the best
ingredients for a children’s
story: it is humorous and heartwarming, but also teaches some
important life lessons. Charlotte
and Wilbur’s friendship, despite
their differences, is at the heart
of the story. However, White
also interweaves ideas of
morality, change, perseverance
and loneliness into the plot,
which are relatable for any age
group.

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES
by L. M. Montgomery
L. M. Montgomery’s Anne of
Green Gables, a true children’s
classic, is the tale of an
orphaned little girl who is
adopted by a pair of elderly
siblings. After an initial mixup (they were expecting a
boy), Anne settles into their
lives and reinvigorates their
world. We follow Anne, with
her irrepressible joy and
imagination, as she grows up.
A charmingly human character,
Anne also has one the best, and
most explosive, tempers in all of
children’s literature and remains
a wonderful character to grow
up alongside over the course of
the series.
Anne of Green Gables can, and
should, be read at any age. It
holds significance as a comingof-age tale specifically for
young women and remains a
hugely important and beloved
novel today.

A lot of love we have for literature and the passion to read is rooted in
the books we read as a child. There are so many children’s books that are
worthy of a mention, but we have carefully selected our six favourites
and hopefully yours has made it onto our list.

THE LION, THE WITCH
AND THE WARDROBE
by C. S. Lewis

THE LITTLE PRINCE
by Antoine de SaintExupery

The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe by C. S. Lewis has
been a beloved children’s
classic ever since its publication
in 1950. It tells the story of
four children who discover the
magical land of Narnia in the
back of a wardrobe and their
quest to defeat the evil White
Witch, who has cursed the land
to an eternal winter.

Mystifying and timeless,
Antoine de Saint-Exupery’s
novella The Little Prince, tells
the story of a pilot crash landing
in a desert and meeting a Little
Prince, who tells him of his
adventures across the universe.
He has run into a businessman
preoccupied with owning the
stars, a unique rose, deceptive
foxes and cunning snakes.
These characters ultimately
change the way he perceives his
life.

The story grapples with some
heavy themes, such as faith,
sacrifice and betrayal and is
often read as an allegory for
Christianity. However, at its
heart, The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe is a story full
of magic and escapism. For
decades, it has captured the
imaginations of children and
inspired them to check the
backs of their wardrobes for
magical lands.

THE SECRET GARDEN
by Frances Hodgson
Burnett
First published in 1911, The
Secret Garden is a beloved
children’s classic that is still
touching the hearts of readers
today. Mary Lennox, spoiled
and lonely, is sent to live with
her uncle at Misseltwaithe
Manor. With the help of a
little bird, she discovers
a key to a secret garden
that has been long hidden
behind a wall of ivy. As with
many children’s classics, it is
packed full of moral lessons.
It is a story about human
relationships, accepting one
another and appreciating the
landscape. The Secret Garden
is a beautiful and powerful
tale of how nature has the
ability to transform people. It
is a profoundly moving story
that leaves you feeling warm
inside. It definitely deserves its
title of a classic.

The illustrations are charming,
and this novella is now the
world’s most translated
non-religious book, with it
being accessible in over 300
languages. This reception
shows that this story is far
more than a tale for children,
or a book for novice French
students, but a classic novella
that has stayed with millions
across the world.
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Founded by Editorial Director
Imogen Cooper, the Golden Egg
Academy works with budding
children’s writers to help their
novels blossom…

Hi Imogen! Thank you so much for taking the time out for this
interview. Could you tell us about the Golden Egg Academy and what
inspired you to create it?

The Golden Egg
Academy: Giving
Authors the
Magic Touch
11

My pleasure! I love talking about what we do. The Golden Egg Academy was created at my kitchen
table in 2013 after seeing so many unsolicited submissions with potential and talking to writers about
a lack of industry-focussed editorial prior to publication. I felt that by pulling together experienced
editor friends we could offer a solid grounding to talented writers, helping them to launch their
careers. At the time Golden Egg started I was still working full time at The Chicken House. In 2015 I
decided to go part time and launched a bigger programme of events. Since then we have helped over
seventy-five writers secure publishing and/ or agent contracts.

You’ve worked in publishing for several years, where did you start
and what has been your favourite role?
I actually started out studying theatre and wanting to be a director. The funny thing is that editing is
like directing on the page! I met some publishing people on my MA in Cultural Studies and after
a spell at Shropshire Arts, a lightbulb went off in my head. I sent off CVs to various companies
and ended up being accepted as a Junior Editor at Child’s Play International. Here I began
to understand the link between story, literacy and inclusion when working with wonderful
organisations like BookTrust and Storysacks. I devoured MG and YA novels, wishing I could be an
editor of some of those.
Then, at a literary conference, I heard Barry Cunningham speak. He spoke passionately about
finding Harry Potter and the power of story to change the lives of children around the world. At
that moment I knew this was the man I wanted to work for! I was lucky enough to secure a Junior
Editor role at The Chicken House. There were many highlights, from accompanying Cornelia Funke
to the Cheltenham Festival, working with the great translator Anthea Bell, winning the Branford
Boase Award with author Lucy Christopher for her novel Stolen, watching Inkheart being filmed
and The Golden Compass rough cut in the studio, presenting to the Scholastic Sales force and
acquiring bestsellers like The Maze Runner.
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Can you tell us about some of your favourite success stories from
the Golden Egg Academy?
They are all my favourite! From M.G. Leonard’s Beetle Boy to Vashti Hardy’s Brightstorm to Simon
James Green’s Noah Can’t Even and Jennifer Killick’s Alex Sparrow and The Big Stink. All prize
winners and all fabulous. There are seventy others I could mention, so it’s a bit difficult to answer
that question!

A career in writing can be a tricky one, a juggling act of finances
and making quality time for your craft. For those writers who
are starting out and might not be able to afford one of your
programmes, what advice can you offer them?
It’s really tough. Very few writers earn enough to live on and most have a day job. With regard
to our courses, we try to make them as affordable as possible, whilst maintaining quality. We
offer a Diversity and Hardship Award and we make sure that our writers can pay in monthly
instalments.

You work closely with several renowned agents and publishers to
give your eggs the best chance. Can you tell us more about any of
those relationships?
I’ve already mentioned Barry Cunningham at The Chicken House who has a number of
bestselling Golden Eggs on his publishing list and reads anything I recommend to him. We
have a First Look deal with Chicken House which means that Barry can have an exclusive
first read, but our writers do not have to accept any offer. We have a great relationship with
many other publishers including David Fickling, Guppy Books, Scholastic, Firefly, Little Tiger,
Orchard, Egmont and Simon and Schuster. We also have very close relationships with many
agencies including the Kate Shaw Agency, the Miles Stott Agency, Pickled Ink, David Godwin
Associates, Marjacq Scripts and the Andrew Nurnberg Agency who have been very supportive
over the years.

Please can you give us some more details about some of the
programmes the Golden Egg Academy offers?
I believe in quality teaching of the craft by highly trained editors and all of our courses involve this.
There’s my short twelve-week course Write Your Successful Children’s Novel where writers join me
for live webinars, videos and exercises. Our year-long Writing for Children and Young Adults course
assigns each writer with an editor for the year, full day workshops and weekly online seminars.
Our aim is to get as many writers to publication level as possible. If we spot a novel nearly ready
for submission, we accelerate the writer to one2one editing with industry editors who get the
manuscript ready for agents and publishers.

There are lots of universities out there offering Creative Writing
courses. What are the differences for budding children’s authors
joining the Golden Egg Academy?
University Creative Writing courses can really help writers find their voice. Golden Egg is about
providing writers with tools to create a sellable novel or picture book, and they can fall back on
these tools throughout their writing career. Our year-long course has been compared to taking an
MA in your own novel and the children’s publishing industry.
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For more information on the Golden Egg
Academy and their courses, check out: https://
goldeneggacademy.co.uk/
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Northern:Lite - A Virtual Learning
Day for Publishing Hopefuls
The publishing industry is
notorious for being hard to get
into and it often feels more
about who you know, rather
than what you know. Thankfully,
many publishers recognise this
and organise various events
throughout the year to help
hopefuls make connections and
gain a better understanding
of how to enter the industry.
In today’s feature, we spoke
to Elsie Granthier and James
Mork about their thoughts and
impressions on the Harper
North Publishing Learning Day.
These virtual learning days are
hosted for individuals, chosen at
random, who have yet to begin
their publishing career but
would like an insight into the
industry. It covers information
about the various departments,
is a wonderful opportunity to
network with professionals and
other hopefuls and can even be
added to your CV.
Sometimes, just knowing
where to look for these events
can be overwhelming and
discouraging. Thankfully,
publishers promote these
events regularly on their social
media channels, which was
how Elsie found this event.
“I followed Harper North on
Twitter as soon as the imprint
was announced and leaped
at the chance when I saw this
advertised.”
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James, on the other hand, heard
about it through word of mouth
from a friend within the industry
who forwarded him the tweet.
“I’m very thankful to them for
sending it to me.”
Normally, these events are run
in person, however, with the
current pandemic making this
impossible, they moved online.
The event was divided into
five major segments: Careers
Clinic, 1-2-1 Sessions with the
Publishing Director, Getting
into Publishing, Marketing and
Exploring Non-fiction. Both
Elsie and James found that
throughout these sessions
they were able to engage
with job applications, industry
questions, terminology, day-today life, company structures,
publicity campaigns, non-fiction
commissions, helpful skills,
networking and the history of
HarperCollins. Elsie was even
fortunate enough to receive a
personal phone call afterwards
to discuss her CV.
The purpose of these events
is to provide hopefuls with
valuable knowledge they
can use to enhance their job
search. Elsie’s interest in nonfiction grew and she came
away feeling secure in the
connections she’d made.
James found the day very useful
and left with six pages of notes
but found the most value in the
confidence he gained.

“The people were
extremely kind and
helpful with suggesting
ways to interact
with the publishing
community, keep up
to date with news, and
how to develop skills
that are helpful for the
jobs I’m after. Before
this event I felt very
lost, and now I have a
good sense of direction
and I know exactly
what projects to work
on and where to look
next.”
Of course, there will always be
limitations to the amount of
information these events can
cover on particular topics. Due
to the disruptions COVID-19 had
on the company’s plans to hire
a new fiction editor, Elsie found
the information provided to be
somewhat limited.
For James, the 1-2-1 sessions
felt rushed given the timeframe
and found that the quality of the
session varied depending on
what the person brought to the
table. “I didn’t feel like I even

knew enough to know what to
ask and so I didn’t get as much
out of it.”
The positives, of course,
outweigh the negatives and
both James and Elsie said they
got a lot out of the event. Elsie
found it helpful understanding
more about the day-to-day
tasks. “I was given practical
information which has boosted
the quality of my applications
- I refer to my notes for every
application that I do now!”
Similarly, James loved the
insight into the different
departments as well as the
networking opportunities.

“I have networking
links with the staff
and other publishing
hopefuls, and
all of the people
involved displayed a
wonderfully kind and
friendly atmosphere
that gave everyone the
motivation to carry
forward after the day
was over.”

When asked if they would
attend more Harper North
events in the future, they both
said absolutely. Elsie even went
so far as to say, “They won’t be
able to stop me from showing
up!”
Lockdown meant everyone
has had to adapt very quickly
to running events online something the publishing
industry has done successfully
with a variety of online events
running over the past six
months. Elsie has tried to attend
as many as she can but, sadly,
they often clash with work
commitments.
One series of events she has
very high praise for is Ellie
Pilcher’s #MarketYourMarketing
workshops. Elsie also expresses
how accessible and useful
these events are. “Listening to
industry professionals speak is
so much more valuable to me
than reading blogs or tweets
about the industry.”

unattainable and by making
events accessible to the North,
it is giving a clear message that
location does not limit your
ability to get into the industry.
“It’s encouraging to think that
getting into publishing doesn’t
necessarily mean I have to give
up the North.”
James shares this sentiment
and suggests that Harper
Collins reaching out could be
the start of a trend towards
major publishers giving more
accessibility to the North.
“I thought that if I wanted to
pursue a career in publishing,
I’d have to move far away. The
online nature of this event
will hopefully pave a way
forward that decentralises the
publishing industry.”
Whatever the future of the
publishing industry may be, it
is evident that companies are
working hard to progress from
their traditional roots.

In comparison, this was James’s
first online event, but he will
be on the lookout for more
in the future. “These types of
events get more people into the
industry and benefit everyone
involved.”

Thank you to Elsie and James
for sharing their experiences.
Check out their socials below:

In a predominantly Londonbased profession, both Elsie and
James agreed that coverage
in the North is essential. For
Elsie, publishing often feels

James:
Instagram: @james.reads.books
Twitter: @JamesMork2

Elsie:
Instagram: @bookgrants
Twitter: @elsiegranthier
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Your Fortnightly Events Round-up

UEA Live

When: 7 October to 18 November
Where: Book tickets for free here

The newly named literary festival UEA Live (previously the UEA
Literary Festival) prides itself on being the longest-established
university-based literary festival which hosts inclusive, dynamic
and empowering voices. This year, the entire festival is going online
for free and it is a truly stellar line-up! Here are the events that you
won’t want to miss out on:

Berwick Literary Festival
When: 15–18 October
Where: Register for events here

Berwick is celebrating their 7th literary festival online, thanks to the
commitment of their volunteers. The festival is completely free and
will be hosting a variety of creative writing workshops, discussions
with English history authors and life-affirming memoirs. Another
highlight includes a conversation with Berwick’s own awardwinning author Jessie Greengrass, who was shortlisted for the
Women’s Prize for fiction in 2018 for her novel Sight. You will gain
insight into her new novel, The High House, which is being released
in 2021.

Bocas Lit Fest Celebrates Caribbean Women’s Writing – 14
October, 7:00 p.m.

Exploring Writing &
Publication From the Novelist’s
& Editor’s Perspective

Scottish International Storytelling Festival
When: 17–31 October
Where: The full programme is here

The Scottish International Storytelling Festival is one of the most
admired storytelling events in the world. This year’s theme, In the
Flow, explores Scotland’s coasts and waters through narration. The
programme includes online workshops and writing sessions. Their
community programme offers families and schools the opportunity
to engage in storytelling events. There will be a mix of small-scale
outdoor events and online sessions which you can follow through
the hashtag #SISFIntheFlow. Many of the events are free; however,
some longer workshops ask for a certain fee.

This event celebrates the UEA’s ties with Bocas, a not-for-profit
year-round writing and literary arts development organisation
who run the NGC Bocas Lit Fest based in Trinidad and Tobago. Join
professor Alison Donnell in conversation with writers Ayanna Gillian
Lloyd, Tessa McWatt and Ingrid Persaud.

When: 21 October, 5:00–7:00 p.m.
Where: Online event

Hosted by Goldsmiths
University, this unique event
will explore the writing and
publication process from both
sides. It features Rowan Hisayo
Buchanan, author of Harmless
Like You and the Costa Awardshortlisted novel Starling Days.
She will be in conversation
with Francine Toon, Sceptre’s
Commissioning Editor, who
acquired her first book.

Diana Evans – 21 October, 7:00 p.m.
Join bestselling author Diana Evans as she discusses her brilliant
novels, including the Women’s Prize for Fiction shortlisted novel
Ordinary People.

Bernardine Evaristo – 18 November, 7:00 p.m.
Booker Prize winning author, Bernardine Evaristo, will join the
UEA’s Claire Hynes in discussing the book of the moment, Girl,
Woman, Other. Evaristo’s success has continued beyond her
Booker Prize win, and 2020 has seen her pick up both the British
Book Award’s Author of the Year and Fiction Book of the Year, as
well as the Indie Book Award for Fiction.

A Live Stream With Nigella Lawson
When: 29 October, 6:30 p.m.
Where: Live stream packages for £15–£26 available here.

To mark the publication day of her new cookbook Cook, Eat,
Repeat, Nigella Lawson will be speaking about all things food,
ingredients and the rituals of cookery, in an exclusive live stream in
association with Waterstones.

Ellie Pilcher’s #MarketYourMarketing Workshops
When: 13 and 20 October
Where: Register for both here
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After a huge success in September, Ellie comes back this month
with two new fantastic workshops. For the first one, she will focus
on how to find and nurture a personal side hustle, which could
come in very useful in the publishing industry. The following week
will welcome precious tips and tricks to master publishing-specific
job applications. If you’ve missed the first two workshops, you can
find recordings here.

National Creative Writing Industry Conference Events
When: 26–30 October
Where: Virtual conference

Comma Press have announced further details for this year’s
National Creative Writing Industry Conference, in collaboration
with Manchester Metropolitan University. Top picks include the
free panels “How the Publisher Works With You” and “Meet the
Literary Agents,” both of which will feature insights from publishing
professionals. For budding writers, there will be ticketed workshops
and pitching sessions plus a talk on how authors can make the
most of their marketing and online presence.
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Top LGBTQ+ Picks for
your Lockdown Fix
Cure your lockdown boredom with some of these great LGBTQ+ books! From gothic
retellings to get you into the Halloween spirit to beautiful reads to help you escape
reality for a little while.

Vuong’s debut book is a poem-turned-novel; a letter
written from a world-weary son looking back on his life
to his illiterate mother. The prose is drawing, merging the
boundaries between the forms of poem and novel, some
parts read Siken-esque and staccato, whilst in other parts,
the words paint wild pictures.

This novel deals with the experiences of being a
Vietnamese immigrant in post-war America, of being gay
and of growing up in the opioid crisis. Yet it does it in a way
that showcases the beauty of life without romanticising it
or downplaying the issues faced. Power lies behind every
word in this book, a must-read for everyone.

By Ella McFarlane

This is a novel I would definitely recommend for anyone interested in the questions surrounding
artificial intelligence and how it may intersect with issues of sex, gender and how we understand the
difference between life and death.

Red, White & Royal Blue by Casey
McQuiston
Red, White & Royal Blue follows our protagonist, Alex ClaremontDiaz, on a self-discovery journey of many facets; from his sexuality to
his place within his family, to what it means to leave behind a legacy.

By Nina Sood

It explores the relationships between friends, family and wouldbe international arch-nemeses through the lens of one young
person trying to find their way in the world. It tackles issues of
racism, gender, sexuality and ethics, with a flair for both wit and
compassion.

“and you wanted
to be real, to be
swallowed by what
drowns you”

Frankissstein by Jeannette Winterson
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The interaction between these three characters, all of whom have
vastly different views on life, death, gender and sex, allows any reader
to maintain any opinion whilst insisting that they question their beliefs
on all these issues. For instance, whilst I am thoroughly opposed to
Ron Lord’s attitude, I found it enlightening to gain insight into how he
perceived the world and why he chose to run a business producing sex
dolls.
Winterson beautifully explores some of the problems we may face as a
society if we continue on this quest to live forever through technology.
In particular, Victor Stein’s obsession with existing without a physical
form fascinated me. The concept of existing simply as a consciousness
is an immediately unappealing one to me, and so, to read about a
character whose life’s work centres around this goal was deeply
intriguing.

On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
by Ocean Vuong

There is not a single theme that the book can be defined
by; instead, the life of Little Dog is discovered through
the letter that he writes to his mum, one he knows she
won’t be able to read. Family and love are at the epicentre
of this story; it is shown in all its forms, fading the lines
between care and violence, showing how love and hate
intermingle, one cannot exist without the other, there is
no black and white but shades upon shades of grey. Little
Dog’s relationship with Trevor is heart-wrenching in the
way that it manages to stay, at its heart, pure, despite the
environment crumbling and decaying around them.

The novel begins with Shelley composing Frankenstein, before skipping
to the present day and the life of Ry Shelley, a transgender doctor.
We read how Ry meets Victor Stein – a mysterious professor who is
working on “accelerating evolution” to live forever as a consciousness
in a machine – and Ron Lord, who is on the road to launching a new
generation of sex dolls for lonely men.

Jeannette Winterson has written a fascinating reimagination of Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein in her recent novel, Frankissstein. Winterson successfully brings
together romanticism and science through her exploration of current technological
advancements and developments in artificial intelligence juxtaposed with speculative
chapters of how Mary Shelley came to write Frankenstein and her views regarding life,
death and the soul.

By Lorna Dicken

“History will
remember us.”

Alex and Henry’s relationship moves from enemies to friends to
denial, before finally tumbling into a love so fierce and true that
it can no longer be ignored. When we talk about books that we
“couldn’t put down”, this really is a frontrunner; so compelling and
full of hope and joy that I honestly couldn’t stand to be away from
it. From the wonderful writing style to the engaging plot and the
almost-real-enough-to-live-in world to the nuanced representation
of Alex as a biracial and bisexual person, McQuiston has done a
stellar job.
Usually, I find it impossible to answer when I’m asked what my
favourite book is. At the moment, I can say with confidence that it is
Red, White & Royal Blue.
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Industry Insights:
Christina Storey
Christina Storey is Sales and Marketing Assistant at Allison & Busby, an
independent publisher. Here, she speaks to us about her journey into
publishing and what her role entails.
How did you tailor
your application to suit
both areas? Did you
have any experience
that was relevant for
both?

Tell us about
your journey into
publishing. Did you
always want to work in
publishing?
I always read books as a child
and throughout my teenage
years but as a teen I thought
I wanted to be a fashion
journalist! I actually had a
fashion blog called Style Storey
(honestly, my surname just
works with a lot of things haha).
It was when I was in my first
year of University that I came
across booktube, book blogs
and YALC (Young Adult
Literature Convention) and
started following more authors
on Twitter. I attended YALC on
my own, and sat in on a
publishing talk where they
explained all the different areas
in publishing and it was like a
lightbulb went off in my head
and I knew this was the industry
for me! Since then, I kept up to
date with the industry on
Twitter and The Bookseller and
after graduation, was a
bookseller for 8 months before
going and spending the whole
of 2019 in Australia which
taught me so much.
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What is it like being
both a Sales and
Marketing Assistant?
It’s so good! I’ve only been
doing the job for a month so
I am still so new to it but I do
honestly already love it. We
are such a small team so I am
involved in Sales, Marketing
and Publicity - there is a lot
to do! I feel like I had quite a
good grasp on what marketing
and publicity was before this
job, but sales was a little bit
of a mystery. This role is great
though, because I get to learn
so much in all the different
areas. I think it’s a really great
starting point to my career
as I’m really going to get a
broad oversight of the whole
publishing process and find
out what I’m good at, what I
struggle with, and what I enjoy!

I’ve been a bookseller, interned
at a PR Agency, helped with
social media at a publishers and
done a whole load of customer
service roles. I was a little
worried as I didn’t have as much
office experience but I think my
experience in the marketing
side of things, as well as my
drive and passion, helped me
in the interview stage. When
tailoring my application I just
made sure I highlighted my
time as a bookseller for the
sales side of things, and my own
experience on social media for
the marketing side of things.

What does your
typical day look like,
if there is such a
thing?
Every morning when I get
in I go through my to-do
list, have a quick check on
systems - Biblio, Nielsen,
Amazon Advantage, Seeview - to check if anything
I’ve implemented in
the past few days (title
changes, price changes,
etc) has been updated.
I’ll then get to work on
sales grids - collating
our titles for a specific
month (normally about
3-4 months ahead of time)
and sending them to
sales agents, wholesalers,
distributors e.g.The
Bookseller. Other things I’m
responsible for are
Netgalley, scheduling and
creating content for social
media, keeping in contact
with reviewers, mailing
out review copies to press,
keeping sales agents
informed of upcoming
titles and any changes,
creating the monthly
newsletter, keeping the
website up to date - all the
things!

Tell us about how you
came up with the idea
for the Publishing
Hopefuls Facebook
Group, which now has
1,500 members!
I was on The Slumbering
Slothcast Podcast with
Emma Ronan (publishing
hopeful) talking about my
Instagram book club and I
realised once we came off
the call that we were just
in the same boat, as were
many others on Twitter.
Honestly, it’s one of my
favourite things;

It has grown so
much and is such
a hub of activity
of publishing
hopefuls so I’m
really proud of it.

Has there been
anything you’ve
found hard or
particularly
challenging about
your role or starting
out in the publishing
industry?
I think all the metadata was
a bit of a shock to me as it
was so new! I was pretty
overwhelmed with all the
systems and processes of
everything at the start and
had little experience in
anything similar to it. Now
with guidance, training,
and just learning by doing
I’ve started to get on top
of things now and I realise
just how good it is that I’m
learning this all early on in
my career!

What advice would
you give someone
looking for their first
role in publishing?
Join Publishing Hopefuls, get
involved in the community
on Twitter, network through
social media, watch all
the virtual events you can
and just get a feel on the
industry. This will just give
you support and knowledge
when you start applying/ for
interviewing stages.
Learn all you can!
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Spotlight: Peepal Tree
Press
This week we are highlighting
Peepal Tree Press: a leading
independent publisher based in
Leeds. The press aims to publish
‘the very best of international
writing from the Caribbean, its
diasporas and the UK,’ and it is
an important voice in promoting
diversity in both northern and
international publishing.
Since their beginning, Peepal
Tree Press has undergone
several transformations,
resulting in an interesting
publishing history. Their work
began with the publication
Backdam People: A Collection
of Stories by Guyanese author
Rooplall Monar. This was
followed by the release of
around one or two books a
year, until the press was able
to expand through the support
of council grants, turning ‘the
hobby into a business,’ as the
publisher’s official website
explains.
Peepal Tree has published over
400 titles since being founded
in 1985, promoting both
established and debut writers.
Their books cover a wide
variety of genres, including
fiction, poetry, academic and
non-fiction. Among them are
numerous award-winning
titles - most recently Roger
Robinson’s A Portable Paradise,
which won the RSL Ondaatje
prize earlier this year, as well as
the T S Eliot prize in 2019.
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Peepal Tree still completes all
of their own typesetting and
design work in-house, although
they ceased to print their own

books in 2010. Outsourcing
this has allowed them to
spend more time working with
their authors and organising
marketing activities—a
development which is reflected
in their growing number of
titles, with the publisher
producing 21 titles over 2020 so
far and their output increasing
year by year. They have also
expanded into new ventures like
their ‘New Caribbean Voices’
podcast, which provides a
platform for in-depth author
interviews, readings and
information about upcoming
releases.
Like many independent
publishers, Peepal Tree Press
faces a challenge in bringing
their titles to the attention
of readers within a saturated
market. The difficulty of this
task is exacerbated by their
northern location, as Peepal
Tree’s operations manager
Hannah Bannister told The
Bookseller: “Access to the
market is restricted by not
being in London, but also
because some of the lead
times demanded by the media
or by booksellers don’t work

for us. We don’t have a team
of publicists and marketing
people, but neither do we have
a stream of interns knocking
on our door up here – even if
we could afford to pay them.
Individually, we feel powerless
to get the books noticed.” As
one of the founding members of
The Northern Fiction Alliance,
Peepal Tree Press has been
a key player in supporting
northern publishing and
attempting to overcome these
challenges, by moving away
from traditional publishing
centres.
However, Bannister also notes
the advantages of Peepal Tree’s
position, namely, that they take
their lead from their writers
rather than trying to cultivate
certain types of books: “Often
publishers are after a certain
kind of book, to fit their lists,
or to say something about
diversity, but we want our
writers to define that, and then
we will try and find readers for
them.” This allows the press a
certain freedom in what they
publish, as demonstrated by
their exciting range of genres
and subject areas, which cover

everything from historical
fiction to travel writing. While
there are clear obstacles faced
by the publisher due to their
size and location, the flexibility
afforded by these same factors
has clearly helped to enrich
their publishing activity and
allows the publisher to offer a
more diverse range of books.
With a further 11 titles tipped
for release this year, we look
forward to seeing how Peepal
Tree Press continues to
develop!

One to Watch:
Daylight Come by
Diana McCauley
(Published 24
September, 2020)
One of Peepal Tree Press’s
most recent releases is
Daylight Come, a futuristic
climate-change novel that
takes place on the Caribbean
island of Bajacu. Set sixty-four
years in the future, the novel
centres around the plight of a
young woman, Sorrel, and her
mother Bibi, as they struggle to
survive the oppressive society
and

destructive climate around
them.
This novel feels very topical,
especially at a time where
our engagement with climate
change is so critical. As one
reviewer has already observed,
it is also refreshing to see
the topic addressed from a
non-European perspective,
imagining how the crisis will
affect the Caribbean climate
and its people. The focus on the
relationship between mother
and daughter will likely appeal
to readers of Diane Cook’s
Booker-nominated The New
Wilderness (also a climate
dystopia), although while Cook’s
novel focuses on a protective
parent, Daylight Come offers
a poignant exploration of a
daughter’s desperation to
save her mother. The book is
McCauley’s fifth novel and has
already been shortlisted for the
CODE Burt Award for Caribbean
Young Adult Literature. Along
with its promising concept, this
is definitely one to look out for!
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King of Horror:
Celebrating the Legacy
of Stephen King
“Writing isn’t about making money, getting famous, getting dates,
getting laid, or making friends. In the end, it’s about enriching the
lives of those who will read your work, and enriching your own
life, as well.”									
- Stephen King, On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft
As a renowned and bountifully
decorated author, Stephen
King’s reputation, and indeed
his oeuvre, often precedes him
throughout both the worlds
of literature and pop culture.
Most extensively known for his
works of horror, supernatural
and dark fantasy fiction, King
has undisputedly shaped, not
only the very genres but also
the way in which many of us
consume such fiction. With
his authorial prowess, King
allows us to journey viscerally
with him, traversing the world
of telekinesis in Carrie right
across to the ancient burial site
imagined in Pet Sematary.
Within his aforementioned
memoir On Writing published
in 2000, King discusses his
personal relationship with
writing and how it came to be
that he decided to embark
upon his writing career. Moving
between Maine, Scarborough,
New York and Chicago as a
child, King’s upbringing could
be considered somewhat
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tumultuous. However, since
he was a child, King began
developing his creativity by
beginning to read and write
fiction recreationally, even
stating that he had “found
home” when reading horror
fiction from a young age.
While he had already written
three other novels by this point,
it was indeed Carrie in 1973 that
was to be his first published
work and to be critically
acclaimed. The success of this
astonishing work of horror then
set in motion the success of
many of his other novels. Other
examples of his best-selling
work include, but are not
limited to The Shining, Misery,
‘Salem’s Lot and The Green Mile.
Not only did these novels reach
literary acclamation, but were
transformed into award-winning
films as well. In this regard, it is
clear to see how and why King
has become one of the most
decorated and cult literary
figures.
Having been nominated for
awards two years prior, King’s
first literary prize win came

© Photo by Shane Leonard
in 1978 when the American
Library Association awarded
him with the ‘Best Books for
Young Adults’ prize for his novel
‘Salem’s Lot. The award was
founded to provide libraries
with a resource for collections
and advisory purposes, thus
serving as a testament to the
prevalence and demand for
King’s novel. ‘Salem’s Lot was
King’s second published novel
and an instant best-seller, with
its legacy still continuing to be
viewed as one of his best works
to date.

One of the most prestigious
awards for dark fantasy and
horror writing is the Bram
Stoker Award, established in
1987 by the Horrors Writers
Association and named
after the iconic author of the
Gothic classic Dracula. From
1987 to 2018, Stephen King
has received thirty-three
nominations and succeeded
in winning the prize thirteen
times. The award is given in
multiple categories, some
of King’s being ‘Best Novel’,
‘Best Long/Short Fiction’,
‘Best Collection’, and the
‘Lifetime Achievement Award’.
The Bram Stoker Awards
aim to congratulate winners
not on a best-selling basis,
but on recognition of “super
achievement”, which Stephen
King consistently merits.
Another prestigious award
previously won by King is
the Shirley Jackson Award.
The award is relatively new,
founded in 2007 in honour
of Jackson’s legacy in horror
and gothic writing, with eight
books and over two hundred
short stories including
The Haunting of Hill House
(recently a popular Netflix
show). Whilst nominated
twice in 2008 for N. and Just
After Sunset, King won the
Shirley Jackson Award in 2009
and 2015 for Morality and
The Bazaar of Bad Dreams
respectively under ‘Best
Novelette’ and ‘Single-Author
Collection’.

Stephen King’s winning
streak continues into the
new era of technology,
having won the Goodreads
Choice Award nine times
thus far. Goodreads is a
social network created in
2006 for book lovers to
track their reading habits
and review the database
of books. Each year since
2009 the Goodreads Choice
Awards have taken place
where users nominate and
vote on the winners of each
category, thus proving
King’s popularity amongst
not only the highbrow prize
jurors, but the readers en
masse also.
With such an extensive
library of novels in his
name, the inspiration of
major films, and the winner
of awards throughout his
entire career, it is clear that
Stephen King blazes a trail
of glory in the horror and
mystery genre. From killer
clowns to crazed nurses,
from haunted hotels to
psychic vampires, King’s
imagination has provided
us with nightmare fuel
to last a lifetime - and
we hope they don’t stop
coming.
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Going Digital: Talking
Conference with SYP
London
Ahead of the SYP Autumn Virtual Conference ‘Turning The
Page,’ we spoke to SYP London Co-heads of Events Farzana Khan
(Production controller at Hachette Children’s Group) and Omara
Elling-Hwang (Gift & IP Editorial Assistant at HarperCollins) to get
insights into how we can better collaborate, innovate & educate in
2020.
How many people
worked to organise this
event? When did you
start thinking about it?
This conference is a whole team
effort from the SYP London
Committee. We started thinking
about it way back in January
when we first started in our
roles, obviously assuming it
was going to be a physical
conference. We had some
great plans and our venue
was already sorted. Over the
summer, in the middle of our
series of Career Cafe virtual
events, we realised that we
were going to have to make it
work virtually. Watch this space
for more information as we are
still figuring out the details!
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Do you think online
events can also
welcome partners or
sponsors?
We are definitely still
exploring this as a possibility
and the SYP have some
wonderful partners that we
hope will help us publicise
the Conference. It is clearly
harder than in-person events
as we can’t offer display
tables!

Where do you find
inspiration for panels
or topic ideas? 
What was the most
challenging aspect of
organising this event? 
One of the most challenging
aspects was trying to figure
out the best platform for the
conference. Even though it
will be online, we tried to
find a platform that was still
protected in some form so
people can’t just share the link
and avoid buying tickets. It is
obviously much harder to have
networking opportunities in
this ‘new normal’ (and we can’t
provide lunch – sorry!) but the
Conference is still just as much
work for the committee and
raises money for the SYP so we
can continue to put on events
throughout the rest of the year.

How do you approach
potential guests? 
 his part hasn’t changed. The
T
Events team have regular
meetings to decide suitable
panellists for each event and
we have been approaching
them via email. It is a bit trickier
though as the events will take
place via video conference and
we spend enough time at our
screens each day as it is! We are
very lucky that our panellists
are so kind and willing to share
their wisdom!

Everyone knows that the
SYP is great for publishing
hopefuls but it is also for
people who are early in their
careers. We have tried to
tailor the panels this year
so they will be of interest to
those already in the industry
and looking to move up or
around, as well as those
trying to break in! We also
keep up with industry
news so we have an idea
of what is relevant, what is
controversial and what we
think needs to be addressed.

This year’s
Conference is all
about learning
from 2020 and
looking forward
to what comes
next!

How do you prepare
for technical
mishaps? 

How do you feel
about paid-for online
events? 
They’re definitely the best
option at the moment – we
don’t have a choice! But,
when things settle in the
world it will be nice to see
faces in person instead of
on a screen. RE paid online
events, there is still a lot of
work put in to organise them
so if you would pay for a ticket
to attend in person then you
should pay to attend online.
Although, we do realise that
they are different and you
don’t necessarily get the
same atmosphere – we hope
our reduced ticket prices
reflect that!

What is the best way to
make your event stand
out in a crowded online
space? 
We’ve got some stunning
visuals by Aimee Dewar that we
hope will do the trick. We have
also been really conscious to
put out content that we would
all want to learn about and pay
to attend. Give the people what
you would want to see!

This was a worry during the
Career Cafe series and we
had a Zoom run through
session ahead of each one.
They may very well happen
but we hope that people
will be understanding
if they do! We are doing
everything we can to avoid
problems but this will be
the first time any of us have
done video conferences on
such a large scale.

The Conference
will take place
from the 9 to 13
of November
and all the
latest updates
can be found
at @SYP_LDN.
Follow Farzana
@fkhan381 and
Omara
@omaraeh for
further insights!
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Helpful Books to Upskill
In this feature we wanted to share a list of books that can
offer some light reading or detailed analysis into the world of
publishing. We have titles for production, editorial, specific
genres, commissioning and lots more!

In Other Worlds: SF and the Human
Imagination by Margaret Atwood
In 2010, Atwood delivered a lecture series at Emory University and subsequently
produced a book on her findings and ideas. It includes essays on Ursula K.
Le Guin, H. G. Wells and the distinction between ‘science proper fiction’ and
‘speculative fiction.’ This is especially interesting for publishing hopefuls looking
to understand more about these genres.

The Seven Basic Plots: Why We Tell Stories by
Christopher Booker
Using a wealth of examples, including fairy tales and ancient myths,
Booker asserts that there are only a few basic stories in the world. This
can be an appealing title to individuals looking to get into the editorial
scene of publishing.

Book Production by Adrian Bullock
A comprehensive analysis into how technology impacts the world publishers work
in, and a guide to equip workers with the skills they need to work effectively. Part
one addresses the role of project manager and part two explores the process
behind certain book materials, alongside case studies.

Selling Rights by Lynette Owen
For publishing hopefuls with a specific interest in Rights,
this is a fantastic resource which delves into this area
in depth. Additionally, Owen is one of the contributors
for The Oxford Handbook of Publishing; there is also a
chapter in there which gives a broad overview.

The Oxford Handbook of Publishing (Edited by
Angus Phillips and Michael Bhaskar)
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This provides an extensive look at the different sectors of publishing. It
is also used for publishing studies and gives great insight into various
departments within the industry.

Helpful Books to Upskill
Inside Book Publishing by Giles Clark and
Angus Phillips
This book is required reading for many BA and MA degree courses in
publishing courses across the UK including Oxford Brookes, Kingston and
Bath Spa. Therefore, for a degree-like experience without the university
price tag, I would highly recommend getting this book. From personal
experience, having been taught directly by Angus Phillips in the past, there
is a fountain of knowledge that can be gained from Inside Book Publishing.
It will enlighten you of the functionality behind publishing and the key
issues currently facing the industry across its various departments – future
incentives that will most likely need to be taken into consideration by anyone
interested in joining the industry.

Book Commissioning and Acquisition by Gill Davies
A truly phenomenal book that contains a wealth of information and advice for
all aspiring editors. The book is a great resource for those who want to truly
understand the mechanics beneath the aesthetically pleasing facade that is the
publishing industry. The book successfully covers the most important aspects
of the editorial process, including (but not limited to) the intricacies behind
managing a publishing list, the business of appeasing stakeholders and a step-bystep walkthrough in overcoming almost every possible hurdle a new professional
could possibly experience throughout their career.

The Writers’ and Artists’ Yearbook 2021 Edition
(Foreword by S. J. Watson)
The Writers and Artists Yearbook is an amazing resource for those looking for a foot in the industry. It
contains insightful, knowledgeable information gathered each year from a variety of standout industry
professionals that help you to peek behind the curtain and look into the real experiences of those
currently working in the industry. Most importantly, the book acts as a sort of ‘Yellow Pages’ for every
known type of publisher within the United Kingdom. This makes it a useful resource for those who have
had little to no luck with larger publishers and would like to discover smaller, local publishers to apply
for jobs at. A look through this book will provide you with the names and contact details of thousands of
publishers, thus making it easier for candidates to personalise any correspondence they may decide to
send over.

Eats, Shoots & Leaves: The Zero Tolerance Approach to
Puncutation by Lynne Truss
Though not directly related, this book is a wonderful resource for anyone interested in
joining the publishing industry, particularly those looking to get into the editorial side of
things. The book provides a highly entertaining yet extremely informative perspective on
grammar and spelling. With a high level of wit and charm that could give any comedian a
run for their money, this book will quickly have you in stitches over the various complexities
that exist within the English language and the ways in which they complicate our
communication with one another. This title will re-school you on some grammatical rules
you’ll definitely need to survive in publishing, but will have likely forgotten since finishing
school.
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Trick or Treat?
Spooky New and
Upcoming Releases
The Midnight Bargain by C.L. Polk
November 1, Erewhon Books
In a patriarchal society where only men can freely use
magic, Beatrice Clayborn must practice her magic
in secret. She dreams of becoming a Magus, a role
denied to her as a woman. Her priority should be an
advantageous marriage, which will save her indebted
family from ruin. When Beatrice discovers the key to
becoming a Magus, it is snatched from her, and she will
do anything to recover it. Beatrice summons a spirit to
help her but becomes entangled with two mysterious
siblings. She is forced to choose between a marriage
that will save her family but cost her identity, or pursue
a dream that could ruin them all.

If you adore creepy ghost stories with
a wonderfully spooky atmosphere, we
have the perfect Halloween read for you:
The Haunting of Alma Fielding follows the
chilling true story of a woman plagued
by phantasms and spirits. Set against
the backdrop of Europe on the brink of
war, the story takes place in London in
1938. Alma Fielding, a young and ordinary
housewife, is tormented by strange
occurrences, from stolen jewellery to
mice crawling out of her handbag and is
in desperate need of answers. After ghost
hunter Nandor Fodor hears of the case,
he realises it is far stranger and far more
disturbing than anyone could have ever
anticipated. Beware! This exhilarating and
unnerving story will most definitely have
you sleeping with the light on.

The Devil and the Dark Water
by Stuart Turton

October 15, HarperCollins

- Meg

They Never Learn by
Layne Fargo
October 13, Scout Press
This October, Layne Fargo brings us an
addictive, dark and funny thriller. Fans
of Killing Eve will enjoy Fargo’s fusion
of female empowerment and revenge
murder. Scarlett is a brilliant lecturer, but
she’s even better at getting away with
murder. Every year Scarlett makes sure that
the worst man at Gorman University falls
to his demise. An investigation crops up,
and Scarlett decides to keep her enemies
close, charming the woman in charge, Dr
Mina Pierce. When Carly, a student finally
free from her abusive father, sees her
roommate sexually assaulted, she turns
down a dark path. Will Carly’s fate reflect
Scarlett’s? Will this thriller see their lives
collide?

- Zoë

- Hollie

The Nesting by Carolyn JessCooke

Samuel Pipps, a world-renowned detective, is set to
be executed in Amsterdam for a crime that he may not
have committed. On the voyage with him is Arent Hayes,
his loyal friend and companion. Hayes is convinced
of Samuel’s innocence and is desperate to prove it.
However, as he sets out to uncover the truth, their journey
becomes plagued by strange occurrences. Livestock
turns up dead, cryptic symbols appear on sails and
several passengers – including Samuel – are marked
for death. Hayes knows that it’s up to him to solve the
mystery before the ship sinks and kills everyone. This
historical novel set at sea is the enthralling new tale from
the author of The Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle.

Image from Pixabay

October 1, Bloomsbury

- Meg

October 1, Raven Books
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The Haunting of Alma Fielding by
Kate Summerscale

The Nesting is a chilling new novel sure
to give you goosebumps this Halloween.
In this thrilling and hair-raising tale, Lexi,
her husband Tom and his two children
seek out a new life in a dark and ominous
Norwegian forest. With the babbling
brooks and snow falling all around them,
their life seems like something out of a
fairytale. But it could all be too good to be
true, because nobody can run from the past
for too long, and everyone and everything
in these woods have secrets that cannot
stay buried. This is a brilliant story for this
Spooky Season, sure to appeal to fans of
horror and psychological thrillers.

- Laura

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
by V.E. Schwab
October 6, Titan Books
When you make a pact with the devil,
everything has a price. Such is the case for
Addie Larue when she trades her soul for
immortality, but this supposed ‘freedom’
comes at a dark cost; the devil captures
her soul and curses her to be forgotten
by everyone forever. Spanning centuries
and continents, Schwab’s spellbinding
tale follows Addie as she learns to
navigate the world on her own with only
the yearly apparition of her captor as a
companion. 300 years of living like a ghost
changes in a moment when, in a secondhand bookshop in Manhattan, a stranger
remembers her. Can Addie escape her
fate forever, or is the devil always one step
ahead?

- Genevieve
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BIPOC Book Socials:
Our Favourites
One of the best ways to discover and learn about BIPOC authors and publishers is, of course, to follow
and engage with those who are often most knowledgeable on the subject: BIPOC bookstagrammers,
booktubers and book bloggers. This week, we’ve compiled a list including some of our favourites,
and others we’ve discovered along the way. Notwithstanding the title, the real list is infinite and we
encourage readers to keep adding to it.

Booktubers
Fictional Fates
Over on Fictional Fates, Joel explores a
plethora of things: from life as a student,
to monthly wrap-ups and reading vlogs.
There are plenty of fantasy, romance,
and diverse recommendations on his
channel. He is an advocate for diversity
in literature, so if you’re interested in
diversifying your shelves, check his
channel out!

Hena’s channel serves looks and books,
with a primary focus on books, beauty,
and lifestyle. She works in publishing as
a Rights Assistant, and she has a video
on her channel on how she got into
publishing. Hena also owns an imprint!
She is the go-to for diverse reading
recommendations and has reviews up
for bestsellers such as The Vanishing
Half.

Bookstagrammers

@barrettbookreviews
Kay B is passionate about
#ownvoices titles and reads a wide
variety of genres.
This year, she also created
a Facebook community for
Bookstagrammers of colour called
BIPOC Bookstagram. Did I mention –
she has an ADORABLE dog?

@inkfinitepages
Christina is a 22-year-old book
reviewer with a love for YA, romance
and fantasy novels. Alongside
beautiful pictures and great reviews,
she posts refreshing content about
important issues like social media
fatigue.

@booktrovertgirl
Nandika is a reader from
Austin, Texas. She loves
iced coffee, travelling and
#ownvoices books.

Bookish Babe

Black Book Bloggers
Book blogs are a great way to discover new books, create community, and support underrepresented
content creators. What follows is a glimpse into the wonderful world of Black book bloggers. If you
follow them, you will be graced with everything from book reviews and TBRs (to be read) to readathon
reports and weekly, or monthly, reading overviews.

You may know Bookin it with Ahtiya from Yoncé-A-Thon, a Beyoncethemed readathon that is hosted over on Twitter. Born in 2019, the
blog participates in several tags, posts regular TBRs, and weekly
reading-review posts on everything from graphic novels and fantasy
to ownvoices YA and children’s books.

@reads.and.reveries
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Tasnim is a booklover from
London, committed to
#readingblackbritain2020.

@ana.and.books
Ana is a Latinx book lover
with a particular taste for
fantasy and a champion of
#ReadLatinx and LGBTQ+
representation.

@reflections_of_a
_reader
Levita is a Literature
student in the UK sharing
her love of books with
beautiful content.

Intisar Speaks is your one-stop shop
for everything diverse fantasy and
romance. In the author’s own words,
the blog talks about “stories that not
only reflect [her] life as a Black woman,
but highlight others in marginalized
positions”. If blogging isn’t your thing,
check out her Twitter and Instagram.

Amaysn Reads is run by Tasha, mom to a preteen
and lover of all book genres. In addition to book
reviews and TBRs, Tasha also does regular wrapups and reflective pieces about her personal
reading experiences.
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A LOVE LETTER
TO BOOKSHOPS
Dear Bookshops,
For this year’s World Bookshop Day, we wanted to celebrate all that
you do for us and say thank you. Thank you for being so much more
than simply a place to buy books. You encounter so many different
people each day with an array of different needs: a lost soul in need
of a new fictional friend; a busy woman after a long shift who forgot to
buy a birthday present; a parent of three who knows a bookshop is the
only place the youngest feels at ease (you have that effect on people);
a quiet somebody who just wants to escape the cold. “Come in, come
in,” you say. “We’ll keep you warm for a while.”
Dearest bookshops, you are a magical crossing point between worlds.
Between our own world behind that closed door, and hundreds more
that we might find hidden between pages. To all you lovely people
who work in a bookshop, thank you for being able to point us in the
right direction, for taking our hand and guiding us towards these new
worlds. Your kindness is unshakeable and your patience unwavering.
Your enthusiasm is why we will find our way back to you time and time
again. We run to you no matter our own location. All over the world,
we find you, whether you’re hidden away in an Italian backstreet or
throwing open your doors to a busy New York City, we hear your call
and find ourselves drawn in. The books may be in a different language,
but your meaning is clear: “you are welcome here.”
It’s hard for us to summarise all that you’ve given us over the years.
As an ode to the calm and clarity that you have offered time and time
again, we have opened this love letter up to our readers.

“Dear Bookshops,
Thank you for being a safe haven to run into on a rainy day
A lunch break pick-me-up when Mondays drag on just a bit too long
A place filled with friendly faces to chat to about the latest releases at the till
A place free from judgement and open to all.”
“When I was younger, I used to love walking around bookshops. Looking at all
the different covers, colours and stories… this hasn’t changed as I’ve gotten
older, though I tend to not go for picture books anymore! I still love to browse
and I particularly love going to older book shops… Bookshops have and will
always be a favourite of mine to visit and experience.”
“When you walk into a bookshop, you open the door to a million lives.”
“Infinite possibilities. Worlds within words at my fingertips.”
“A bookshop is a place of solitude for me. If I ever went outside and needed
somewhere to go, I could always content myself by surrounding myself [with]
books and just admire them, knowing that everyone else in there was doing
the same thing, and just enjoying themselves. There’s something lovely about
knowing bookshops hold the key to a thousand stories yet to be read.”
“Stepping into a bookshop grants me immediate peace. As soon as the door
closes behind me the rest of the world gets shut away. All that matters are the
stories in front of me.”
“My local bookshop is as familiar to me as my own home, I know where to find
each creaky floorboard and wonky shelf. It is a place I can always rely on being
welcoming and comforting.”
“Dear Bookshops, thank you for believing in me and giving me a job when no
one else would.”
“To my own local bookshop, thank you for always having a good book and a
cup of tea to hand.”

“Dear Bookshops, thank you for your comforting glow during the winter and your airy
high ceilings in the summer. Thank you for always having the answer hidden somewhere
in the pages, being the place that I can ask questions I was too afraid to explore in the
real world. Thank you for being a place that welcomes all, whether they are a customer
or a character, and being somewhere that I truly felt myself.”
As we, and our readers, came together to write this letter, it is clear that what we
love about bookshops is so much more than just the books (although we do LOVE
the books). The emotional ties that have been described are unique to bookshops,
perhaps because we feel that we learn and grow from what we purchase, in a way that
is not the same in any other kind of store. And this is why bookshops will always occupy
a valuable place in our hearts, and on the highstreets.
Thanks again bookshops, booksellers and book lovers!
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Spooky Literature in
Translation
Autumn is in full swing, bringing with it arguably one of the best times of the year – Spooktober is
here. It’s the time for cosy nights in, and doing what all bookworms like the most, reading!
For this reason, our Literature in Translation team have put together a slew of mini reviews and
recommendations of eerie translated books that are bound to leave you in the mood for some sinister
and spine-chilling literature. What better way to get in the Halloween spirit?

Faustian pacts, child
sacrifices and demonic
spiders can all be found
within Jeremias Gotthelf’s
unforgettably creepy novella,
written over one hundred
and fifty years ago while the
Swiss author was – quite
appropriately – working as a
priest.
Opening with an idyllic
christening party set on
a remote German farm,
Gotthelf’s frame narrative
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If gothic horror is your thing –
think Edgar Allan Poe’s works
– Baudelaire is the writer for
you; not only was he a great
admirer of the American
writer, he also translated
some of his works into French.
Some notable poems include
‘A Carcass’ where the poet
finds an animal carcass while
walking with his lover, the
macabre ‘The Vampire’ and,
lastly, ‘The Poison,’ in which
the poet likens his lover’s eyes
to poison, which have a druglike effect on him.

The Black Spider (1842) – Jeremias Gotthelf. Translated by
Susan Bernofsky
suddenly leaps back hundreds of
years as the origins of an ancient
blackened post which stands within
one of the farmhouse’s window
frames are recounted by the newly
baptized baby’s grandfather.
The following feudal tale,
concerning desperate and
exploited peasants forced into a
deal with the devil, is remarkably
prescient – anticipating the horror
and existential terror explored by
many of the great writers of the
20th century. The Black Spider
channels the cosmic terror of

The Second World War provides
the backdrop for one of the
most famous Gothic novels in
Italian literature: An Autumn
Story by Tommaso Landolfi. The
novel was written immediately
after the Second World War as if
to exorcise its horrors.
As a member of the Resistance,
the protagonist – who narrates
the story – has been forced
on the run for days. Finding a
seemingly abandoned stately
home, he enters, attracted
by an unknown force. Inside
he discovers an old man with
a rifle and two apparently
ferocious dogs; but the old
man, albeit unfriendly, does
not chase him away, aware that
going out into the arms of the
soldiers would be equivalent

The Flowers of Evil (1857) translated by Anthony
Mortimer and Paris Spleen (1869) translated by James
McGowan – Charles Baudelaire
Charles Baudelaire, one of the most
important French poets of the 19th
century, can be considered a symbol
of rebellion and hedonism, given his
bohemian lifestyle and his disregard
for societal rules and conformity.
His most famous works, the poetry
collection The Flowers of Evil and the
prose collection Paris Spleen, both
extensively explore sex, satanism,
vampirism, drug abuse and decay. His
literature is formed of dark and eerie
recounts, in which he depicts horrific,
but somewhat beautiful scenarios,
rebelling against all conventions set
at the time.

An Autumn Story (1947) – Tommaso Landolfi. Translated
by Joachim Neugroschel

weird fiction, later cemented by
writers such as H.P. Lovecraft,
while simultaneously echoing
Franz Kafka’s nightmarish
allegories – all contained
within a deceptively pastoral
landscape.
Gotthelf’s tale defies easy
interpretation, worming its
way into your head where it
will gnaw and scratch within
the dark recesses of the mind.
Arachnophobes best stay away.

There is a rich vein of
strange, uncanny and yet
beautiful writing to be found
within Central and Latin
American literature. Being
almost Halloween, why not
read these macabre and
eerie tales?
The unhomely is everpresent in stories ranging
from double personalities
within one body in Carlo
Fuentes’ short yet magnetic
Aura (trans. by Lysander
Kemp) to a man’s arrival in
a strange town where the
dead rule in Juan Rulfo’s
Pedro Paramo (trans. by
Margaret Sayers Peden),

to a death sentence. The
protagonist meets the painting
of a woman and creates a
personal narrative from it.
There comes a time when
reality departs from the novel,
and the atmosphere becomes
gothic and disturbing, dark
and sinister. However, when
reality abruptly returns, it is
even darker and gloomier than
the mystery.

It’s a strangely linear
novel, yet as bizarre as
Landolfi can be, and it’s
terrific as it is.

The Unhomely, Strange and Creepy in Central and South
American Literature
or even a ghost story that
imagines a ghost revisiting
her old childhood stomping
grounds in Carmen Boullosa’s
Before (trans. by Peter Bush).
Creepy charismatic ghosts
haunt new builds in César
Aira’s Ghosts (trans. by Chris
Andrews), and eerie cold
arsonist children and strange
illusory characters populate
Silvina Ocampo’s Thus Were
Their Faces (trans. by Daniel
Balderston). There are birdeating kids and concrete
head smashers aplenty
in Samanta Schweblin’s
Mouthful of Birds (trans. by
Megan McDowell). Elsewhere,
a schoolgirl yanks out her

fingernails with her teeth
in response to “what the
man with slicked-back hair
made her do” in Mariana
Enríquez’ Things We Lost
in the Fire (trans. by Megan
McDowell), and even the
innocuous relationship
between an old cleaner
and a child turns out to be
full of uncanny absences
in Carolina Sanín’s The
Children (trans. by Nick
Caistor).
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Editorial Assistant Apprentice at
Alain Charles Publishing

Job Opportunities

Possible start date: 30 October 2020
Salary: £18,000
Location: London

LDN Apprenticeships and Alain Charles
Publishing are looking for an Editorial Assistant
Apprentice!

Trainee at HarperCollins Publishers

You will be helping with news stories and press
releases across the Middle East and Africa, as
well as proofreading and copy-editing when
necessary. You will also be writing content,
attending conferences, meetings and events
and assisting with magazine production and
various departments, to ensure the magazine is
created and released in a timely manner.

Closing date: 15 October 2020
Salary: £23,575
Location: London

HarperCollins Publishers has announced their traineeship for 2021!
HarperCollins is one of the Big Five publishers, known internationally for their work. You will work with
a publisher that is proud to publish many brilliant, diverse authors across all genres, age groups and
subjects with a full commitment to diversity, inclusion and belonging.
In this role, you will gain insight into publishing through a rotational traineeship covering departments
including Editorial, Sales, Publicity and Marketing. You will benefit from coaching with a senior mentor,
development opportunities and team projects. You will also join employee-led network groups and have
training on-the-job. You will have the chance to take part in key industry events (such as book fairs and
literary events, work with schools and charities) and attend HarperCollins industry talks and seminars.
This opportunity is open for aspiring Black, Asian and minority ethnic candidates. The ideal candidate will
have a positive outlook and a passion for publishing but does not need a degree or previous publishing
experience. You will need a creative and commercial mind, enthusiasm to learn and an eagerness to
immerse yourself into all areas of the business. HarperCollins is also looking for candidates with an
ability to build great relationships and work within a team. Someone with an eye for detail and a passion
for books and stories.
For more information and to apply, click here.

Digital Marketing Apprentice at the Taylor and Francis Group
Closing Date: 23 October 2020
Salary: £17,000
Location: Milton Park

Love digital marketing?
The Taylor and Francis Group is looking for a Digital Marketing Apprentice to join their team on an 18-month
FTC. The role will take place across the marketing team where you will complete five placements which
will cover social media, eCommerce, SEO, SEM and digital PR.
You will gain hands-on experience and mentoring from marketing specialists, where you will get the
right knowledge, skills and behaviour to grow your marketing career.
You will also learn about email marketing, planning and researching campaigns, PPC, display ads
programs and community management.
The ideal candidate must have a basic understanding of digital marketing and some experience of
Microsoft Word and Excel. You must have achieved or be on your way to achieving five GCSE passes at
Grade C or 4 or above, including in English and Maths or equivalent qualifications.
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For more information and to apply, click here.

The ideal candidate will have some experience
in journalism, content creation or within a crossplatform environment. You also must have great
communication skills, attention to detail, and
engage with current affairs. You must have an
entrepreneurial mindset, be organised and selfmotivated.
An understanding of social media and digital
development would also be advantageous.

Account Executive at The
Bookseller

For more information and to apply, click here.

Closing date: 30 October 2020
Salary: £23,000 – £25,000
Location: London

The Bookseller is looking for someone with a
passion for publishing and the ability to work
with publishers large and small to manage
display advertising in print and online. The role
includes managing a database of customer
contacts, facilitating face-to-face meetings
with new and current accounts to discuss
future projects and identifying new customers
and revenue streams.
The ideal candidate will have experience in
Sales (ideally magazine or online advertising),
including working to targets, great customer
service, time management skills and the ability
to work independently or as part of a team.
The Bookseller would consider a part-time role
for the right candidate. To apply, email your CV
and cover letter to emma.lowe@thebookseller.
com.
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Murder Mysteries to Die For
AND THEN THERE WERE
NONE
by Agatha Christie

THE THURSDAY MURDER
CLUB
by Richard Osman
If you know Richard Osman,
then you know his extreme
intelligence and unique wit.
These are joyfully reflected in
his first novel, The Thursday
Murder Club, whose plot
confirms it takes a special kind
of cleverness to write a murder
mystery. A peaceful retirement
village may not seem like the
classic setting for this genre,
but this book is so much more
than a crime novel. With warm
and charming characters who
you can’t help but cheer on
even in their more questionable
moments, The Thursday Murder
Club sends the vital message
that the elderly should never be
underestimated. It’s as hilarious
as it is gripping, so, if you’re
looking for a more cheerful
offering this spooky
season, you’ve found
the book for you.
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Need some clues for what
mystery novel to read next?
Look no further than Agatha
Christie’s And Then There
Were None. The plot follows
ten individuals who are lured
onto a remote island under
false pretences, only to realise
they are being murdered one
by one for their past crimes.
A very clever novel filled with
suspense, mystery, foreboding
and distortion, Christie
imbues her characters with
psychological depth, making
the novel quite frightening at
times. Uncomfortable from
beginning to end, this mystery
will lodge itself in the darkest
corners of your mind, satisfying
that craving for a page-turning
horror as the nights draw in.

WHERE THE CRAWDADS
SING
by Delia Owens
Delia Owens’ Where the
Crawdads Sing cannot be
missed off this list. This novel
simply has it all, from stunning
scenery and tender young love,
to a ‘whodunnit’ murder mystery
where our protagonist becomes
the prime suspect. The story
follows Kya, also known as ‘The
Marsh Girl,’ in North Carolina
between 1952 and 1969.
Jumping back and forth in
time, we see Kya’s difficult life
in the marsh, her blossoming
relationship with a local boy
and her connection to Chase
Andrews’ death. This novel
offers total escapism which will
sweep you away, and Owens will
keep you guessing until the very
last second.

As the days turn colder and the nights draw in, now is the perfect time to get swept up in a
murder mystery. With the rain battering against your bedroom window, you can create the
perfect atmosphere for uncovering the adventures and secrets that lie within these excellent
offerings. So, get out your magnifying glass and prepare for the upcoming release of Death on
the Nile by training your mystery-solving brain!

THE GUEST LIST
by Lucy Foley

MEXICAN GOTHIC
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia

If clever plot twists and
suspense are what make the
perfect murder mystery novel
for you, then look no further
than The Guest List by Lucy
Foley. Set on a remote Irish
island, The Guest List is the
story of Jules and Wills’ big day:
their wedding. However, with
untold mysteries of the past
coming back to haunt them,
it’s a day not all of the guests
will survive. A tale of unspoken
jealousy and revenge, Foley
expertly draws you in to a world
of psychological excitement
where anybody seems capable
of murder, and harmless fun
to some is torture for others.
As secrets are unravelled
and exposed, it isn’t just the
champagne that flows. A mustread this Halloween.

A gothic horror novel filled with
intrigue, murder and all kinds
of darkness, Mexican Gothic
presents a unique spin on the
classic haunted house story.
The story, set in Mexico in the
1950s, follows Noemí Taboada
as she visits her cousin Catalina
at High Place, an isolated
mansion where Catalina lives
with her new husband’s family.
At first, the eccentric family
and their home seem intriguing,
but, the further Noemí digs into
their history, the more she starts
to feel like she is going mad. A
psychological thriller from start
to finish, this novel will leave
readers blown away with the
author’s lavish descriptions,
the protagonist’s impressive
willpower, and the terrifying
nature of the situation Noemí
finds herself in.

IN COLD BLOOD
by Truman Capote
As Halloween looms over the
month like a great autumnal
signpost, Truman Capote’s
In Cold Blood is the perfect
chilling tale to sink your teeth
into. An impactful murder
mystery almost in a class of its
own, In Cold Blood is the nonfiction novel that cemented
Capote as a literary great – in
part because he exercised
a fair bit of artistic freedom
in his writing. After reading
about the murder of the
Herbert Clutter family in The
New York Times, he began his
research before the killers had
even been caught. Creating
suspense by drip-feeding
the reader gory details, the
narrative is fraught with the
need to keep reading on.
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Amplifying Latinx
Voices

by Avneet Bains, in conversation
with Gabriela Martins

Following Latinx Heritage
Month, in the US, celebrated
from 15 September to 15
October, there has been a
call for greater awareness of
Latinx voices in the publishing
industry. According to The
Diversity Baseline Survey (DBS
2.0) by Lee and Low Books, only
6% of people of Latinx heritage
make up the overall US
publishing industry, with
further calls for greater
representation worldwide.
With a growing number of
Latinx authors, from María
Fernanda Ampuero to Silvia
Moreno-Garcia and Aiden
Thomas being published this
year, the time to address this
lack of representation and
amplify Latinx voices has never
been more opportune.
I talked to Gabriela Martins,
an upcoming queer Latina
author, about her take on
representation and the
importance of her Latinx
heritage to her work. Her debut
book Like a Love Song will be
released in summer 2021 with
PRH/Underlined. Read on to
find out what she had to say…
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agent with my very Brazilian
debut, Like a Love Song,
after ten years of querying.
I don’t know if I’ll ever be
able to write a story again
that doesn’t feature Brazilian
characters or Latinidade as a
central theme!

How did you get into
writing? Has your
heritage played a
prominent role in your
work?
I started writing as a child,
but my stories never featured
Latinx characters. I wasn’t really
exposed to any Brazilian or
other Latinx authors growing
up – the Brazilian publishing
market still has a long way to
go in terms of pushing their
own writers. Due to the lack
of representation, it took me
years to come to terms with
my Latinidade. It felt like
something nobody would be
interested in. If other Brazilians
weren’t interested, why would a
larger international market be?
However, I was very happy to
learn that I was wrong! I got an

As a #ownvoices
author, do you feel
that there is enough
Latinx representation
in publishing? How do
you hope to contribute
to the growing number
of authors of Latinx
heritage?
There is never enough, but
I feel like there’s especially
less Brazilian representation.
I can think of less than five
authors that have had their
books traditionally published
in the past ten years, and
only one of them featured
Latinidade as a theme. I would
love to see that number grow
exponentially. I would love
to continue to support Latinx
authors, and hope that the
publishing industry will do
the same. Buy our stories!
Read our stories! Talk about
them! Word of mouth has
never been so important,

but it’s important to note that
the biggest decision maker on
whether a book succeeds is still
publishing as an industry.

What do you hope your
readers will take away
from your work?

Can you tell us a bit
about your debut
novel? How have you
found the writing
process and has your
identity as a queer
Latina influenced the
character development
and storyline?

As a teen, I wish I could have
read about someone like Nati.
Someone who overcame her
own insecurities, in spite of
never becoming ‘perfect’. She
still suffers from anxiety, still
second-guesses herself, still
makes bad choices. But she
learns her worth. I didn’t until
I was much older, and there’s
nothing I wish more than for
readers to learn that lesson
quicker. That they are beautiful
and perfect the way they are,
that there’s room for them in
the world and that their voice
is needed, no matter how many
times they have been told it’s
not.

Absolutely! Like a Love Song is
about Natalie, a Brazilian teen
pop star who really makes it
big in the US and around the
world. After a viral break-up that
turns her into a meme, her PR
team hires a fake boyfriend to
take her back to the top. Nati
struggles with her identity as
a Brazilian and her desire to
break into the American and
international music scene – she
associates a lot of her success
with having ‘assimilated’ into
American culture so strongly. I
feel like her trajectory, although
as a pop star and through the
romcom lens, is relatable to any
Latinx person or immigrant who
has been told to ‘tone down’
who they are so they can fit
in. I only really came out as an
adult myself, so although Nati’s
not queer (but literally every
other main character is), that
experience of telling yourself
you can’t show anyone who
you truly are was very personal
for me. Like a Love Song is a
romantic comedy, but it’s also a
story about finding yourself and,
once you do, being true to who
you are.

Do you have
any book
recommendations
from Latinx
authors (in
English or another
language)?
Amparo Ortiz’s Blazewrath
Games, Yamile Saied
Méndez’s Furia, Lucas
Rocha’s Where We Go
From Here, Nina Moreno’s
Don’t Date Rosa Santos,
and Carolina De Robertis’
Perla (one of my all-time
favourites).

Do you have any advice
for budding writers
who hope to bring
their own history and
perspectives to their
work?
Don’t give up. Please. For
teenage you, for teenage me,
and for all the teens who have
yet to learn that they are not
alone.

You can find Gabriela on Twitter
@gabhimartins and on her website
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Highlights in the Charts
The Switch by Beth O’Leary
The Switch is Beth O’Leary’s
eagerly awaited follow-up
to her bestselling debut,
The Flatshare. Feel-good
and full of heart, fans of
O’Leary will certainly not be
disappointed by her second
offering.
The story focuses on
Leena Cotton and her
grandmother Eileen, who
spontaneously decide to
swap lives! Leena retreats
to the rural Yorkshire village
of Hamleigh-in-Harksdale
while Eileen braves the big
city and heads to London,
determined to have some
fun.
Despite enjoying both
aspects of the dual
narrative structure, I was
particularly drawn to
the chapters narrated by
Eileen. To have a seventynine-year-old protagonist
embrace the thrills of
London life and embark on
a wonderful, sensual love

affair felt remarkably
refreshing. Eileen’s zest
for life was inspiring and
I loved reading about her
adventures.
Having fallen head over
heels for Leon and Tiffy in
The Flatshare, I assumed
the love stories would be
my favourite part of The
Switch. In contrast, I found
it far more interesting
to hear about how both
Leena and Eileen were
able to use this life swap
to heal themselves and
choose a new path in life.
What’s more, I found the
exploration of loneliness
among the elderly
population of Hamleigh-inHarksdale, as well as the
discussion of grief and its
long-lasting effects on a
family, incredibly moving
and compassionate.
Thus, while I admit I wasn’t

The Binding by Bridget Collins
manages this task and so much
more. By placing books at
the centre of her dystopian/
alternative history, fantasy
novel, she brings the richness
of narrative, form and style
to the forefront of the book’s
arc. It is, after all, a sumptuous
testament to the blending
of genres: the high stakes
of fantasy tied seamlessly
together with the flowery,

Writing a book about books
was always going to be
a guarantor of success.
Book lovers, after all, are a
consistent bunch, and they
often desire nothing more
than to cram as many books,
book references and bookrelated discussion into one
singular reading experience.

But Bridget Collins has chosen
to not just rest on her laurels
and on the gimmick that this
so easily could have been.
Instead, she uses every inch of
talent and craft that she has
(combined with the almost
palpable love that she so
obviously has for the novel) to
weave a strange-but-familiar
world where the link between
books and memories will stay
with the readers long after the
final page has been closed.

Ghosts by Dolly Alderton
and observational
sharpness shines
through. Nina, a
thirty-two-year
old food writer,
is ready to start
dating again.
Internet dating, of
course, with which
Nina’s relationship
teeters between
obsessive and
disenchanted.
Until she meets
Max. Initially
thrown by the
‘beguiling
romantic hero’
described in the
blurb, my wariness
was confirmed
with the words “it
feels like it is all
going to plan.”

as invested in the love stories
driving the plot, this novel is in
many ways more compelling
than The Flatshare. The reader is
invited to share in the love, grief
and passion, and I for one would
love to hear more from Eileen
Cotton.

The Binding by Bridget Collins
Readers of a publication like The Publishing Post
are probably well aware of the magic that can
be garnered from reading a really good novel –
especially if they pause to take in this section, in
particular. But what about if a book took it one
step further? What about if one captured their
magic in the literal sense, instead of just in the
figurative?
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almost alive descriptions that
often come with historical
fiction.

Arguably one of the most
anticipated books of autumn,
Ghosts is undeniably Alderton.
Those who regularly ingest
Dolly’s takes on social dilemmas,
pop culture and dating through
her columns or The High Low can
rest assured that Dolly’s charm

Alderton’s debut
fiction explores many of the
same themes as her nonfiction bestseller Everything I
Know About Love, traversing
friendship, feminism and
nostalgia with a deft hand.
Whilst I anticipated ample
helpings of wit and hilarity,
Dolly’s writing is also

surprisingly moving as she
explores the idea of the
fragmented self and the
disorientation of losing
control. Nina’s relationship
with her parents, who are
forced to confront their
own mortality as she and
her mother redevelop a
relationship with a father who
is changing daily, highlights
this. Notably, Alderton does
not shy away from the allconsuming fear of loss but
leans into this vulnerability
with Nina who experiences
the frustration of dating
apps and crippling sadness
of heartbreak alongside the
joy of unburdened youth
and friendship. A particular
highlight for me was the
relationship between Nina
and Lola, a recognisably
frantic but unwavering
friendship which, above
all, is bursting with love
and familiarity. Ghosts is,
more than anything, a story
about the undulating, gutwrenching nature of love and
how it can haunt us.
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Not to be Overlooked
Not To Be Overlooked introduces a variety of a wonderful
but lesser-known books to assist readers in finding their next
great reads. The column covers non-fiction with reviews by
Jacqueline (In Your Defence) and Alicja (With).

With by Samuel Wells. Thoughts One Can’t Do Without series.
Published by Juxta Press, October 2020
“Loneliness is not the same as being alone. Alone, we can be more in touch with ourselves,
the world around us, the essence of all things. Together, we can still be lonely.”
Samuel Wells’ With is a part
of the larger ‘Thoughts One
Can’t Do Without’ series,
exploring contemporary
issues through the lenses
of philosophy, ethics and
theology. While this is not
necessarily my usual choice
of the literature, it has been
an interesting read.
Samuel Wells is a Visiting
Professor of Christian Ethics
at King’s College London
and his experience as a
theologian and writer comes
out clearly in the thoughts he
shares in With.
Incredibly timely as we are
living through the lockdown
and the pandemic haunting
us in this year, Samuel Wells’
essay analyses the modern
condition of living and the
way we correlate to one
another. Philosophy, ethics
and theology are crucial to
Samuel Wells points, making
the reader think about how
we fit in the world. From his
debate of the methods of
engagement, Samuel Wells
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proposes a new vision for
being with one another.
But perhaps the most
interesting part of Wells’
essay for me has been
the beginning, where the
author talked about the
feeling lonely in the era
of potentially the greatest
connectivity so far. Being
lonely doesn’t necessarily
mean being alone. We
live in the constant buzz
of the Internet and new
technologies and yet we
know less about even our
neighbours.
Our attention is constantly
fought of over hundreds
of devices, news, films
and movies. Social media
has seemingly taken
over our life. And while in
normal circumstances,
our constant use of social
media isn’t necessarily
beneficial to our mental
health and wellbeing,
this year has changed our
expectations and lives
in an unprecedented
way. This connectivity,

even through social media, is
potentially the only way we can
connect with our families, with
our loved ones, when travel
bans and quarantine period
have been imposed around the
world.

In Your Defence by Sarah Langford
Published by Black Swan, April 2019 (paperback edition)
Sarah Langford’s In Your Defence
is a collection of eleven standalone criminal cases and the
defendants in those cases that
Langford represented. While
many of the cases deal with
heavy subject matters, Langford
makes it a point to not only inform
readers of her own previous
biases and what she learned
while a student of the law, but
to also help readers understand
and look at their own biases as
well by showing the humanity and
occasional messiness behind a
process that some may find to be
cold and unfeeling.
Langford herself states that she
is “not most people’s idea of a
stereotypical barrister,” citing her
background in English and how
she “loved the way that words
transported [her] into someone
else’s life so that [she] could
better understand them” as
helping to her to understand her
job and duties as a barrister:
“For behind the clever arguments
spun from the pages of a law
book there is always a human
tale. It is my job to help my clients
fit their lives, in all their messy
shades of grey, within the black
and white of the law by telling
their story and telling it well.”
The stories in In Your Defence read
as though they could be part of
a crime or mystery novel, which
shows Langford certainly can tell
her clients’ stories well. Langford
also knows her audience well,
as at the end of the book, she
includes a thirty-page section of
“Notes on the Law,” which defines
and explains the legal language
used within each individual case.

Perhaps most meaningful to this reviewer
and an incredibly timely lesson and
reminder for readers everywhere was when
Langford stated her case, pun not intended,
for the law itself and why it is important:
“The law is human justice, designed
and enforced. It will therefore always be
imperfect. It makes mistakes, it is slow,
sometimes chaotic, sometimes illogical. It
cracks - at times - crumbles. But it remains
a pillar upon which our country is founded.
Were it to break, the stability of our nation
would break too, and we would be all the
poorer for it.”
Readers will hopefully find themselves
challenged, changed and moved by
these stories and come away with new
perspectives on both the law and humanity
itself.
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